The software ProfiLab-Expert allows you to develop your own digital or analog measuring technology requirement. It doesn't matter if you want to create analog measurements or digital controls - you can realize it all. And for all this you don't have to write a single program-line!

ProfiLab-Expert supports our devices of the GMH3xxx-Serie with serial interface, GCO100, GFTB100/GRS, as well as all EASYBus-devices. Every device will be displayed in your project like a normal component. You only have to connect his inputs and outputs.

Compiler inclusive!

ProfiLab-Expert is equipped with an integrated compiler. The compiler can create executable files for stand-alone applications that run on systems without ProfiLab-Expert. The distribution of these compiled applications is unlimited, so ProfiLab-Expert become a complete and professional developers system. Software executable with: Windows 98, Me, NT, 2000 and XP.